
 

Bennington County Regional Commission 

 

MINUTES 

 

January 18, 2018 
5:30 PM 

Park House – Manchester Recreation Center 

 

Present:  Walt Klinger (Pownal), Janet Hurley (Manchester), Wayn Goodman (Energy),  

Jed Rubin (Rupert), Tyler Yandow (Dorset), Judy Boehlert (Sandgate),  

Valerie dePeyster (Sandgate), Suzanne dePeyster (Sandgate), Jonathan Ryan (Housing),   

Charlie Rockwell (Rupert), Phil Chapman (Rupert), Nancy Faesy (Dorset), Bob Menson (Dorset),  

Joan Menson (Dorset), John LaVecchia (Dorset) 

 

 Monica Pryzperhart (VT Dept Fish and Wildlife)  

 

 Jim Sullivan (Staff), Michael Batcher (Staff), Catherine Bryars (Staff), Jim Henderson (Staff) 

 

The meeting was called to order by the chair, Janet Hurley, at 6:00 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes of 16 November 2017 

 

Motion to approve the Minutes as presented by Boehlert.  Second by Klinger.   

Passed unanimously. 

 

II. Vermont Conservation Design:  Understand the Effects of Forest Fragmentation 

Monica Pryzperhart, VT Department of Fish and Wildlife 

 

Michael Batcher introduced Monica Pryzperhart who presented a program on Vermont 

Conservation Design (presentation attached).  Vermont Conservation Design is a concept about 

people connecting with the natural resources that provide a wide variety of values for the state.  

Forests and wildlife resources are extremely important for the state’s economy. 

 

Conservation Design helps balance development with protection of natural resources.  Its principal 

concern is with fragmentation of forests.  Currently close to 80% of the state is forested, but there is 

a mix of forest and land cover types.  Fragmentation changes patterns of forested habitat and 



affects the ability of many animals to move as needed.  Dispersed settlement pattern allows for 

extensive forest cover, but also results in many breaks in the forest due to the presence of roads, 

buildings, and other development.   

 

Fragmentation also makes management of forests for economic uses and recreation more difficult, 

and can lead to increased flooding, reduced water quality, and other impacts. 

 

Conservation Design looks at blocks of forest, connections between blocks, special landscape 

features (soil types, wetlands, waterways, etc.) and seeks to maintain patterns.   

It also identifies particularly sensitive areas (unique habitat types, rare species,…).  Road crossings 

for wildlife also are mapped and figure in the Conservation Design analysis. 

 

Pryzperhart showed Conservation Design maps of the Bennington County region and discussed “Act 

171” requirements for town and regional plans – use of maps and policies supporting forest 

management practices.  Looked at examples from Arlington, Shaftsbury, and Bennington to 

illustrate key points and planning principles.  Noted that important local resources can be added to 

the state maps when developing municipal plans. 

 

Conservation Design maps can be found on the ANR’s Biofinder website and the Natural 

Resources Atlas. 

 

Charlie Rockwell discussed state tax policy and how some may encourage subdivision.  He also 

discussed possible mechanisms that would promote consolidation of parcels to incorporate them 

into the Use Value program.  Also noted that this digital data would be valuable to show landowners 

and should reach out to land surveyors. 

 

Janet Hurley asked how the highest priority areas were identified: largest unbroken blocks are high 

priorities, but smaller blocks can be extremely important depending on the types of resources they 

contain.  “Special” resources such as limited wildlife crossing areas also receive high priority 

rankings. 

 

Michael Batcher discussed work done at the Nature Conservancy focusing on climate change 

resiliency and the fact that there is considerable overlap with the Conservation Design block 

analysis. 

 

Bob Menson asked about the level of wildlife movement between resource areas.  There is quite a 

bit of activity and the extent of the range depends on the species and the season.  For example, 

some male black bears can range over 30 square miles.  Also discussed were shorter, but critical 

movements, of smaller animals. 

 



Jon Ryan asked about any plans/designs for wildlife crossing structures.  Pryzperhart said that most 

work involves coordination with transportation planners to make use of existing structures such as 

bridges and culverts. 

 

Wayn Goodman asked about geographic data standards:  available in GIS format and can be 

obtained from a variety of sources. 

 

Discussion about other important, but different habitats, such as open fields/grasslands.  Species 

diversity not as high in those areas, but they are noted in the Conservation Design analysis.  Also 

discussed conflicting uses such as wind energy development and how to plan to maintain critical 

forest patterns. 

 

III.        BCRC Website Udpate 

Catherine Bryars, BCRC 

 

Catherine Bryars and Allison Strohl have been updating the BCRC website to make sure it as useful 

and user-friendly as possible.  It will be more frequently updated with information about upcoming 

meetings and hearings, meeting minutes, funding opportunities, and other news.  In addition, BCRC 

project information and documents will be easy to locate, as will information and current plans and 

regulations for all towns and villages in the region.  Contacts for BCRC staff will continue to be 

prominent.  Committee information, including membership, meetings, minutes, reports are to be 

highlighted. 

 

General agreement that higher resolution town maps would be good to put on the town and village 

pages.  Also, should include documents like NEDS report in both economic development program 

and in Manchester, Manchester Village, and Dorset pages. 

 

Links to maps and map sites would be most helpful (Biofinder, Planning Atlas, parcel data,…).  Also, 

useful data sites such as the Vermont Housing Data website. 

 

For data/material that is updated by other organizations/agencies, often best to just provide links 

with some background information. 

 

Newsletters and links to various resources and organizations will continue to be available and will be 

expanded. 

 

IV. There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:30 PM. 
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The Economy & 
Vermont’s Natural Resources

• Forest products, recreation, & tourism = 12% of Vermont’s GDP  

• $4.1 million from hunting, fishing and wildlife watching 

• Intact waterways reduce flood damage & save $ millions
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Forests: PRESENT
Today Vermont is 79% Forested
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Forest?

HOW MUCH IS FOREST?

…or Trees?



Losing FOREST, if not TREES
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Seeing the Forest and the Trees



Fragmented Forest Blocks in Hartland, VT
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From Above and Beyond." Campoli, J., Humstone, E., & MacLean, A. 2002.
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But… it’s not just big mammals!



Impacts to:

•Wildlife

•Working forests

•Recreational access

• Invasive species

•Diminished water quality

•More intense flooding

Fragmentation:

What is affected?



Subdivision of land is occurring most quickly in 
rural residential areas.

Rate of development is 2.6 times rate of 
population growth.
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Working Forests

Maintaining FUNCTION

Keeping the PATTERN
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ACT 171

http://anr.vermont.gov/Planning/Forest_Blocks_And_Habitat_Connectors
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http://biofinder.vt.gov
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Town center



Monica Przyperhart

Community Wildlife Program

(802)461-5118

Monica.Przyperhart@vermont.gov

Vermont Fish & Wildlife Department

FOR MORE INFORMATION:





Resources for Addressing 
Forest Fragmentation



• Parcel before development • Conventional subdivision

Example - Land Use Planning



• Parcel before development • Clustered subdivision

Example - Land Use Planning



2015 Forest Fragmentation Report



More Help

Inventory
• MAP 1: Conservation Base Map
• MAP 2: Land Cover
• MAP 3: Forest Patterns
• MAP 4:  Physical Features
• MAP 5: Water
• MAP 6: Wildlife Resources at a Town or Parcel 

Scale
• MAP 7: State and Regional Priorities

Prioritization
Understanding Ecological Function
• Local Inventory: A Valuable Asset
• Step 1: Outline Priority Locations
• Step 2: Determine Landscape Vulnerability
• Step 3: Identify Important Features
Finding a Starting Point
• Step 4: Identify Areas of High Public Value
Developing and Choosing Options
• Step 5: Establish a Range of Options
• Step 6: Evaluate Options and Choose Strategies
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